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AN APPROXIMATE NUMERICAL SCHEW3 FOR THE THEORY OF 
' CAVITY FURIS PAST OBSTACLES OF ARBITRAFtY PROFIU 
bs 
T. Yao-tsu Wu and D. P. Wang 
K ' d  Laboratory, California Institute of Technology 
Recently an exact theory for the cavity flow past an obstacle of arbitrary 
profile at an arbitrary cavitation number has been developed by adopting a 
r"ree-streamline wake model. The analysis in this general case leads to a set 
of two functional equations for which several numerical methods have been 
, devised; some of these methods have already been successfully carried out for 
several typical cases on a high speed electronio computer. 
In this paper an approximate numerical scheme, somewhat like an engineer- 
ing principle, is introduced which greatly shortens the computation of the 
dual functional equations while still retaining a high degree of accuracy of 
the numerical result. With such drastic shplification, it becomes feasible to 
carry out this approximate mrmerical scheme even with a hand computing machine. 
INTRODUCTION 
A free-streamline wake model has been recently introduced by one of the 
3 authors (Wu [I.] ) to treat the f U l y  and partially developed oavity flow or 
wake flow past an inclined flat plate. The exact solution of this problem 
can be expressed in a closed form for the entire range of the cavitation 
number as the cavity decreases from an infinlte length to a vanishingly small 
leading edge bubble as the cavity disappears. 
This theory has been M h e r  generalized by the authors [2] to consider 
the cavity flow past an obstacle of arbitraw profile at an arbitrary cavita- 
tion number. The analysis in this general case leads to a set of two funa- 
tional integral equations for whioh the numerical methods seem to be the 
only means of obtabing an accurate solution. For this purpose several 
numerical methods have already been developed; they fall l h  the following 
categories: (i) an integral iteration method, (ii) a differential perturba- 
tion, and (iii) discretization of the slope function, all iterations or 
perturbations being referred with respect to a known basic flow, Of these 
methods the integral iteration seas to be the most general and versatile, 
as has been exhibited by the results of its applications in several typical 
cases. This iteration program is relatively simple and straightforward for 
a high speed electronic computer, and the accuracy of the result as high as 
four significant figures can be easily achieved, 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce an even simpler approximate 
numerical scheme, which appears in a way like an engineering principle, for 
calculation of the dual functional equations. As ahown in several actual 
applications, this approximate method has greatly shortened the computation 
of the dual functional equations while still retaining a high degree of 
accuracy of the numerical result. As a specific example, the circular arc 
hydrofoil of total arc angle 16' has been evaluated by the original integral 
iteration and this proposed approximate numer'ical method. For each prescribed 
cavitation number and angle of &tack and for a designated interval size for 
the numerical integration, the camputer time for a single iteration in solving 
the dual functional equation by the integral iteration method on an IBM-7090 
.computer has been recorded to take abut 30 seconds. By adopting the approxi- 
mate scheme, the corresponding computer time for a single iteration wing the 
same integration program on the same computer is reduced to 3 seconds. This. 
remarkable saving in tfne and effort ie verg desirable, especially when there 
are a large number of cases to be computed. Furthermore, with such drastic 
sbplification, this approximate numerical scheme is considered to be cpite 
feasible even for a hand camputing machine, It is b this sense that this 
method may serve its engineering purposes in future applications. 
THE CAVITY FLOW THEORY 
The cavity flow theory for which this approximate numerical scheme is to 
be proposed has been presented in an earlier paper [2] . In order to facilitate 
the subsequent discussion and to make this work self-contained, we summarim 
this theory in the following. 
The problem in question is the two-dimensional flow of an incompressible 
fluid past a solid obstacle, formlng a wake or cavity bounded laterally by 
free-streamlines (see Figure 1). The detachment points A and B at which the 
free streamlines separate fromthe body may be either fixed or of the type of 
smoth detachment; in the latter case they are not known mori. The wetted 
surface of body may be expressed parametrically in terms of the rectangular 
coordinates 
where S is the total arc length of the wetted.surface; and the inclination 
angle of the body surface with hhe x-axis ie 
According to this wake model, the flow is approximately described by an equi- 
.valent potential flow past the body with an infinitely long wake which consists 
of a nearwake of constant under-pressure p = pc (as shown in Fig. 1, the 
nea-wake is bounded laterally by free-streamlines AC and BCf ) and a farwake 
that trails further downstream (bounded by streamlines CI and CII) along 
which the pressure p increases from po to p, as the point I at infinity is 
approached. 
f = + i q  , we have the complex velocity 
which satisfies the following boundary conditions: 
q r ( w l = q C = 1  along AC and BC', (3b 1 
where D denotes the stagnation point. In Eq.(3b) the coMtant speed qe along 
the cavity boundary is normalized to unity, hence from the Bernoulli equation 
we have 
where 
W being the 
cavity flows. 
that both f 
wake under-pressuPe ooefficiant, or the oavitation number far 
The description of the model ie completed with the assumption 
and w 
C I  and that the free 
termiaed shape in the 
It is convenient 
is expressed in terms 
assume respectively the same value at the points C and 
streamlinee CI and C ' l  form a branch slit of unde- 
w-plane . 
to introduce the parametrization by which the solution 
of an analytic function in the lower half unit circle 
of a t-plane, with the circular arc corresponding to the constant pressure 
free boundary and the diameter to the wetted eurfaoe in such a way that this 
parameter plane becomes the hodograph as the arbitrary wetted surface is 
degenerated into a flat plate. Thus the solution is best represented in the 
following parametric form 
where A is a real constant, to is the undetermined image point of a = co, 
and $( 7 ) represents the inclination angle at the point t = T on the real 
t-axis. That Eqs. (6) and (7) provide the required solution can be readily 
established as 
near the point 
follows that f 
follows. From the local conformal behavior of the streamlines 
of infinity (or t =to) and the stagnation point (t = 0), it 
2 
must have a simple pole at t = to and f is of order t as 
t * 0. The remaining three poles of f at ?;o, 1/ to, 1/ go are the ref lec- 
tions of the pole at to into the real t-axis and then into the unit circle 
It 1 = 1 so that the real diameter and the circle ltl= 1 are ensured to be the 
bounding streamlines on which '$f= 0. htrthermore, this model requires f to 
be a one-valued function in the half circle of the t-plane. This establishes 
Equation (6). 
Xe next notice that on the circle I t I= 1, the exponent in the curly 
bracket of Eq .(7) is purely imaginary and hence Condition (3b) is satisfied. 
Furthermore, when /3 is everywhere continuous t = 0 is the only stagnation 
point; and as an interior point .t; approaches a boundary point 7 on the real 
diameter, it is readily seen from Eq. ( 7 )  that 
Condition (3c) is therefore satisfied if a one-to-one relationship between the 
arc length s and the point Z on the real t-axis can be established. To 
determine this relationship, we first complete the solution by providing the 
physical z-plane by integration 
I 
In particular, on the body surface (t real and - 1~ t<  1 1, 
where * above the integral sign signifies the Cauchy prinoipal value. Since 
ds = eie ds, and since for real t, - 1 e t <I, 
it follows that the arc. length s(t) along the body surface is 
Final ly,  application of condition (3a) to Eq,(7) yields 
For the direct problems, U, a are prescribed and the inclination angle $ is 
given as a function of the arc length s instead of ??(see Eqe(lb)), then Eqs. 
(9) and (10) provide a set of two functional integral equations f o r  the complex 
parameter to and the arbitrary real function (s (t; to) ) . Finally, the real 
coefficient A is fixed by the physical acale which requires 
In case the detachment at A, B is of the smooth type, their location can be 
determined by imposing in addition the finite cmmature condition that the 
curvature of the free streamline at a smooth-separation point m a t  notebe 
infinite. This condition can be written as 
With $ (s (t jto)), to and 4 so determined (fmiu Eq6. (9) - (l.2)) , the lift 
L and drag D are given by (see Reference [2] ) 
where 
The pressure distribution at the solid surface (t real, - 1 < t  <1) is given 
parametrically by s (t) of Eq,(9) and the following pressure coefficient 
THE ORIGINAL INTEGRAL ITERATION m H O D  
Several numerical methods of solution for the above dual functional - 
equations (91, (10) have been proposed previously in Reference [2]. Of these 
methods perhaps the most versatile and suitable for the general purpose is 
the so-called "integral iteration methodw which can be summarised ae follows. 
Equations (9) and (10) may be rewritten for $he iteration scheme as 
for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., where 
The lowest order of s(") (t) appearing in Eqs. (U) and (16) is s(~)(t tz)) 
which may be taken from an appropriately chosen basic flow. The basic refer- 
ence flow should be chosen as simple as practical and as effective. For example, 
one may choose an inclined flat plate, particularly when $(a) is everywhere 
small. When $(s) is moderate or large, as an alternative a two-sided polygon 
m y  be chosen with appropriate surface inclinations. For each iteration in 
Eqs . (15) and (16) w i t h  n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., we let (s (n) (t) ) assume the comes- 
ponding value of the prescribed p(s) of the given profile with s = (t), 
this being possible when A(~)  is so determined that each ~(~)(t) satisfies 
Condition (11). As a further note, the problem of smooth detachment requires 
application of the same iteration procedure to the additional condition (12). 
The above iteration method has been programed and carried out on an I B M -  
7090 computer with a' prescribed maximum allqwable error for 1 s (n+l 1 - s(nl 1 
and 1 to 'nt' ) - to (n) I . From the actual perf omnance in several apeoif ic cases 
as reported in Reference [2], the convergence of this iteration method has 
been found to be quite fast in all the cases tried. However, in view of 
considerable amount of complicated numerical integrations involved in these 
iterations, it calls for a high speed eletronic computer almost as a necessary 
tool . 
We now introduce an approximate numerical scheme by which most of the 
complicated computations can be curtailed or avoided. 
SINGLE-PARAMETER ITERATION PRINCIPLE - AN APPROXIMATE MTMERICAL SCHEME 
The proposed approximate numerical scheme can be desoribed by the following 
steps : 
(1) For planar bodies with small camber, that la, F(s) is everywhere small, 
we first neglect g in Eq. (9), giving for s (t) an approximate value 
which can be integrated in a closed form 
where the coefficient B is given by Eq,(13b) (and hence proportional to cons- 
tant A), and the real constant b is of such W u e  as to make s,= 0 at t = - 1. 
The constant factor A on the right hand side of Eq,(l9) is determined by again 
using Condition (ll). The above function s,(t; to) has the same formal 
expression as that for the flat plate case except that now to is SO far 
undeternined . 
For the case in which the inclination angle $(s) is no longer e~erywhere 
small, one may also at thhs stage approximate s(t; to) by the corresponding 
solution of an adequately chosen symmetric wedge or an asymmetric wedge (a 
bent flat plate), the solution of these two caaea being available in simple 
.closed forms (see Reference [2]). These Imam solutions vlll also be denoted 
symbolically by s, (ti to), with to still being w f l ~ a t h g ~ a  
(ii) We next approximate $(Z ) in Eq,(lO) by 
(n t r )  - ("J 
and then determine to from Eq.(lO) by iteration until the error Ito . to l 
is within a prescribed limit. 
(iii) with to so determined and F(t) approximated by Eq.(20), s (t; to) can 
now be calculated from Eq, (9) , C (t ) from Eq. (I&), the lift L and drag D P 
from Eq.(13), and likewise the other flow quantities. 
It may be noted that the most significant saving in computation efforts 
comes from the curtailment of the complicated iteration in Eq. (15) which 
involves a double integration each time around. With this simplification, the 
iteration is reduced to one with respect to a single complex parameter to 
which is now governed by Eq,(10) alone and for which the process involves only 
a single integration, In fact the numerical computation is so much simplified 
that, even without the facility of high speed eletronio computers, it becomes 
quite feasible to carry out this approximate numerical scheme on a hand compu- 
ter. The success and the advantages of this approximate method have been 
demonstrated in a few specific applioationa already made, as compared with the 
corresponding exact solutions. 
As a definite example, the circular arc hydrofoil of total src angle 16' 
has been considered for a range of the incidence angle a and the cavitation 
number W. The original integral iteration kethod has been programmed for the 
IBM-7090 computer, the accuracy of the numerical integration with respect to 
t in Eqs . (15 ) , (16) being found satisfactory with 320 intemals between t = -1 
m d  1. For each prescribed a and W ,  the computer time for a single iteration 
of Eqs. (15) and (16) using this program has been recorded to take about 30 
seconds: the iteration continues until the error of to becomes less than loo4, 
the corresponding error of ~ ( t j  to) appears to be even smaller in this case. 
By adopting the present approximate method, the result shows that the conver- 
gence of the iteration in calculating to is also very fast. As a conse- 
quence of the aimplifications introduced, the total computer time for each 
iterative calculation of to is reduced to a mere 3 seconds -- a saving of 90% 
in computer time. The accuracy of this approximate methoh is clearly indicated 
by its comparison with the exact method of integral iteration, as shown in 
Table I. Both methods yield in this case very accurate results, which cannot 
be distinguished the graphic plotting. The final results of the lift and 
drag coefficients of the circular arc are shown versus 0' in Figurea 2 and 3, 
in which Parkin s experimental data [3] are included for comparison. For small 
a the curve terminates at a certain critical value of d at which the point 
C 1  in Fig. 1 approaches the trailing edge B, indicating the flow going through 
transition to the partially csvitating type [l] for *her increase in Q . 
It is worth amphasizing that the accuracy of the present approximate method is 
unifomnlg valid in the angle of attack a, as can be noted from Table I. 
It may also be pointed out here that the advantages of this approximate 
method can be fully utilized in computing the exact solution by simply trans- 
ferring the numerical results of the approximate solution as the initial data 
into the program of the integral iteration scheme, as given by Eqs , (15) - (18), 
which is the logical scheme of the two methoda, 
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TABLE I 
Comparison of Original Integral Iteration 
and the Approximate Numerical Method 
Circular Arc Hydrofoil of Semi-arc Angle y = 8 
Original Integral Iteration Approximate Numerical 
Method Method 
z - plane 
f - plane 
t- plane 
Fig.  1 .  The free-streamline model for the wake flow past a body 
of arbitrary profile and i t s  conformal mapping planes. 
CIRCULAR ARC HYDROFOIL 
Y =  8 O  
PARKIN DATA 
0 a= loO 
A 15' 
I3 20° 
V 2 5O 
0 3 0' 
a 
Fig. 2. Variation of CL with the cavitation number o for an 
inclined circular arc hydrofoil of serni-arc angle y = 8O. 
PARKIN DATA 
o a = 1 o o  
A 15' 
El 2 o0 
v 2 5O 
0 3 0' 
u 
Fig. 3. Variation of C with the cavitation number u for an D 
inclined circular arc hydrofoil of semi-arc angle y = 8O. 
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